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Abstract 
 

Alzheimer's is a cureless disease, which continuously deteriorates neurons of 

the human brain, impairs memory as well as thinking power. The Alzheimer 

Disease (AD) damages the working competence of the nervous system of 

humans progressively. Identifying presence of AD at their earlier stage may 

help to improve the quality of life for AD victims. Handling uncertainty in 

the AD dataset is the toughest challenge while using conventional mining 

approaches, thus this paper focuses on developing a neutrosophic expert 

system, which defines each AD patient‟s information in the triplet form such 

as truth, false and indeterminacy. The inferred information is analyzed and 

neutrosophic rules are generated for classifying the risk of Alzheimer's. To 

achieve optimized accuracy, this work utilizes the knowledge of the 

Quantum Dragonfly algorithm to scrutinize the neutrosophic rules which 

select only the fittest rules in the prediction process. The experimental results 

are done on two different Alzheimer datasets OASIS and ADNI show the 

prominence of Neutrosophication in the field of Alzheimer disease diagnosis 

at earlier stages. 
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1  Introduction 

A general neurodegenerative disease among elderly adults is Alzheimer 

Disease (AD), which takes a potential toll on these older people‟s daily lives 

by causing a progressive deterioration in their cognitive aptitudes such as 

language, memory, problem solving and behavior [1]. Cognitive ability 

decline among AD patients begins slowly and become hasty in successive 

times [2]. Caregivers and the medical experts monitor the progress of AD in 

patients by examining the cognitive abilities decline in terms of degrees, 

which are generally categorized as cognitively normal, Mild cognitive 

Impairments (MCI) and Dementia. The victims with MCI suffer from mild 

effect on their daily activities, while dementia patients frequently have 

additional symptoms like impaired judgment and reasoning trouble.  

Based on medical health records, screening persons at risk for Alzheimer 

disease at their preclinical stages results in early detection of Alzheimer 

disease pathology may help therapeutic strategies may increase lifestyle of 

victims [3]. The digitalization of health records may increase such data 

enormously and it acts as a testing scale for predictive models. It is 

ubiquitous and cost effective for predicting Alzheimer at earlier stages. 

Alzheimer prediction models works on health profile data which comprised 

of age, education, sex known as socio-demographic details, physical activity, 

blood pressure, BMI, level of cholesterol and other cognitive information [4]. 

The large volume of Alzheimer dataset can be greatly handled using machine 

learning models. 

The case of uncertainty in Alzheimer Disease detection is very high 

because, as it is related to their cognitive abilities and daily activities of the 

victims. Apart from conventional models, this paper concentrates on 

Neutrosophic logic based expert systems, which defines the patient‟s risk of 

Alzheimer in terms of three different membership grades truth value, false 

value and indeterminacy value of the concern patients clinical and MRI 

details.  

 

2  Related Work 

Veeramuthu et al [5] in their work proposed a decision-making CAD tool 

to detect the abnormalities in brain of humans. They carried out their 

experiment on PET dataset and performed normalization based on spatial and 

intensity of each instance.  

LiuZhang et al [6] they introduced sparse approach for presence or 

absence of AD in their earlier diagnosis. They also explored the importance 

of handling noise and dealing with sample size dataset to produce best 

classification rate.  

Aunsia and Muhammad [7] performed a review on various machine 

learning models based on their pathological unproven datasets. This work  
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developed a new model which performs preprocessing, imperative feature 

selection and using association rule it classifies the AD persons from normal 

persons.  

Jack Albright [8] in their study they investigation clinical dataset-based 

machine learning model to forecast the progression of AD among elderly 

persons in future years. They used artificial neural network to predict the 

progression of cognitive ability, as they with no cognitive impairments and 

suffering from MCI. 

Tanveer et al [9] conducted review on alzheimer disease detection by 

studying numerous articles which performs feature extraction, selection and 

classification. This survey is done under mainly on three different 

classification models namely support vector machine, deep learning and 

artificial neural networks.  

Geert Litjenset al [10] reviewed various deep learning models for 

analyzing uncertainty among medical images. Using statistical methods, the 

deep learning models which are treated as black boxes can be involved in 

estimating such uncertainties present in the network. 

Termenon et al [11] in their work used relevance vector machine which 

constructs discriminate operation and performed two stages sequential for 

classifiers, but sometimes it may lead to overfitting problem when all the 

features are involved during classification.  

Li et al [12] in their work integrated different machine learning models to 

predict the presence of alzheimer with hierarchical lasso feature selection and 

random forest is used for classification.  

 

2.1  About Neutrosophic Inference System 
 

The fuzzy and Intuitionistic fuzzy theory does not have the ability in a 

situation of decision making such as data inadequate, uncertain or 

unacceptable [13] [14]. While using Neutrosophic theory, using its 

characteristics of membership grade of truth, falsity and indeterminacy it 

tackles the problem of inconsistent, uncertain and incompleteness in 

Alzheimer dataset.  

Generally, Neutrosophic theory [15] is a generalization of multivalued, 

intuitionistic and fuzzy theories. While presenting each instance of alzheimer 

dataset in a neutrosophic format they are denoted in a triplet format like NU 

= (trh, idy, fls) where trh signifies the truthiness of instance, idy refers to 

indeterminacy of instance and finally fls denotes falsity of the instance which  
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are independent to each other and their membership grade is considered for 

analysis [16]. 

Conventional expert systems are limited with certain condition like fuzzy 

and intuitionistic fuzzy depends on the membership values, while 

neutrosophic logic based expert system works independently with their 

parameters truth value, false value and indeterminate values and thus they do 

not have any condition that while summing their values should be 1. The 

summation of three membership grade of truth, false and indeterminacy are 

represented as follows: 

0 < = trh + idy + fls < = 3 

Definition 1: A set ZNU be the Neutrosophic set in a Universal 

Disclosure denoted as Y, if  

ZNU = {<y; [      ( )       ( )       ( )]>: y∈Y} 

where TRH   ( ) denotes membership grade of truth value referred as 

confidence,       ( ) signifies grade of indeterminacy membership called 

as uncertainty and       ( ) is the falsity grade of membership which is 

denoted as disbelief and Y value fit in the interval of [0,1].  

Definition 2: A single value neutrosophic set is ZNU  if z is a single value 

neutrosophic comprised of independent variables and no restrictions of their 

sum and the relation among these three terms are represented as 

0 ≤       ( )+      ( )+      ( )≤ 3 

 

2.2  Neutrosophic Inference Systems 
 

The Neutrosophic inference system consist of four main components 

Input module, Neutrosophication inference system, neutrosophic knowledge 

base and Crisp output after performing de-Neutrosophication as shown in the 

figure 1. 

 
 

Figure1. General Structure of Neutrosophic Inference model 
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The neutrosophic inference model, receives the input in the form of crisp 

format from the real world. To make the data fit for performing neutrosophic 

classification, the input value is converted into neutrosophic value and the 

neutrosophic inference model with the assistance of neutrosophic knowledge 

base generates the neutrosophic rules and output is represented with 

Deneutrosophication.  

 

3  Proposed Methodology 
 

 

  
Figure 2. Workflow of Proposed Neutrosophical Knowledge based Alzheimer 

Detection scrutinized with Quantum Dragonfly Algorithm 

In this phase two different Alzheimer Dataset is used to examine the 

performance of the proposed Neutrosophic inference model with Quantum 

Dragonfly algorithm. The process of alzheimer disease detection begins with 

min-max normalization, which makes values of all the attributes to fall under 

a same range of value. The enhanced dempster shafer model IRU-DST which 

is introduced in our previous work is applied to discover the significant 

features of the two datasets. With the reduced feature subset, it is passed as 

input to the neutrosophic inference model, whose function is to convert the  
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crisp value of data to neutrosophic representation. Each instance will be 

represented in terms of membership grade of truthiness, indeterminacy and 

falsity. The neutrosophic knowledge base acquires the pattern of instances 

and generates the set of rules to classify the degree of alzheimer risk. The 

generated rules are scrutinized by applying the Quantum Dragonfly 

algorithm which searches for best rules and those are used for classification 

of the alzheimer presence or absence. The figure 2 shows the workflow of 

the proposed Neutrosophical Knowledge based Alzheimer Detection 

scrutinized with Quantum Dragonfly Algorithm. 
 

3.1   Alzheimer Dataset Normalization 
 

Both OASIS [19] and ADNI [20] [21] dataset, comprised of mixed data 

values, by using them as such will makes the prediction models to greatly 

depend on the specific attributes which have highest value of range. To 

overcome this problem and to treat all the attributes with equal importance 

this research work performs min-max normalization as a part of data 

preprocessing. The normalization is formulated as follows 

      (   )  
        (      )

   (      )      (      )
 

Where Att is the attribute of each instances in the dataset and min-max is 

the minimum and maximum range of values of a concern attribute.  

 

3.2   Neutrosophic Inference Model in Alzheimer Disease 
Detection 
 

In OASIS dataset [19] 373 records with 4 attributes are used for 

prediction model and they are MR Delay, Rating based on Dementia, Status 

level based on Socioeconomic and Total Intracranial Volume Estimated. In 

ADNI dataset [20] [21] number of records used are 1534 with 6 attributes 

namely Age, ptgender, pteducat, apoe4, mmse and apoe genotype.  

These two inputs are fed as input to the neutrosophic inference model 

which is depicted in the figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Workflow of Neutrosophic Inference Model for Prediction of Alzheimer 

The neutrosophic Inference model receives the Alzheimer dataset from 

two different repositories OASIS and ADNI. The input is generally in the 

crisp format, to perform neutrosophical inference it is converted to 

neutrosophic representation, where each attribute is represented in the form 

of triplet    (Atti),    (Atti), FLS(Atti) >. The neutrosophic representation 

is formulated as shown in the following equations 
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3.3  Neutrosophic Rule Generations 
 

Here, alzheimer dataset‟s records are predicted as three different classes 

like presence of alzheimer, no alzheimer and indeterministic about other 

cognitive impairments. The alzheimer dataset is comprised of m+1 attribute, 

in which first „m‟ attributes describe the features of instances and the last 

attribute denotes the class in which the concern instance belongs to. By 

inferring the pattern of alzheimer records through neutrosophic knowledge 

base, the inference model generates the set of rules which defines the types 

of classes like normal class, indeterminacy and abnormal class.  

      Format of neutrosophic rule is as follows:  

                 Ruli: IF conditioni THEN instance is classj{i=1 to n, j=1 to 3} 

In this monitoring parameters are denoted in condition portion and 

classification is denoted in conclusion part of the rule.   

 

3.4  Dragonfly Algorithm 
 

Dragonfly is a kind of metaheuristic model which is developed based on 

its inspiration of static and dynamic behaviour of dragon files [17]. This 

optimization algorithm comprised of two phases they are exploration and 

exploitation applied during food searching process or to protect themselves 

from enemies. Dragon have three important behaviors namely separation, 

alignment and cohesion. The process of separation is done when an 

individual of the swarm evades collision with its neighbor in a static 

environment. 

      ∑    

 

   

 

Where Y denotes the instantaneous position of individual and Yk 

represents position of kth individual and N refers to number of neighbors.  

 The speed at which individuals match with other swarms are known as 

alignment with is mathematically formulated as follows 

      
∑    
 
   

 
 

Where     signifies speed of the kth neighbor 

Tendency of individuals the centre of the herd is referred as cohesion and 

its mathematical representation is formulated as shown  

     
∑   
 
   

 
   

The food source location is determined by the dragonfly as follows 

     
    

Where    refers to the food source location and Y is the present location 

of the individual  

The enemy‟s location is formulated as  
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Where Y
-
 denotes the location of enemy 

To update the position of the dragonflies in search space their motions 

are simulated as follows 

      (                            )        
              

Where Y refers to position of an individual and    denotes the step for 

movement. The s, a, c are the coefficients of separator, alignment and 

cohesion correspondingly. And „f‟ refers to food factor, „e‟ denotes enemy 

factor, „wt‟ refers to inertia and „t‟ is the iteration.   

The conventional dragonfly algorithm suffers from local optima, when 

their neighboring individual does not show any improvement. Thus, it fails to 

reach the global optimization and results in earlier convergence [18]. To 

overcome this problem the dragonfly is improvised by introducing the 

concept of quantum theory, which determine the mean best neighborhood to 

change its position and step accordingly.  

 

3.5   Neutrosophical Knowledge based Alzheimer Detection 
scrutinized with Quantum Dragonfly Algorithm 
 

Input: Alzheimer Dataset ADS = {Ins1, Ins2, Ins3…Insn},  

                                                       Ins = {att1, att2, att3…attm} 

Phase 1: //Neutrosophic Rule Generation 

For each Ins in ADS 

     For each att in Ins 

  Convert Ins(att) to Neut(att) by computing  

    Neut(Ins(atti =1..m)) =    (atti =1..m),    (atti =1..m), FLS(atti =1..m) 

End {for Att} 

End {for Ins} 

Generate Neutrosophic Rules (NRS) based on the inferred knowledge 

For Each NR in NRS 

//Apply Quantum Dragonfly for optimized rule selection 

Initialize the population of dragonfly 

For each individual in population 

Initialize the step and position of each individual 

Calculate the fitness values of dragonflies  

Update FS, ES, wt and Tnd 

Update the speed and position 

if neighbor(dragonfly) >=1 then 

     finish 

Else search neighbors using quantum theory  

If rand ( ) > 0.5, then 

XPos(t+1) = Pos(indv)- |bst -XPos(t)|ln
 

 
 

else 
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XPos(t+1) = Pos(indv)+ | bst -XPos(t)|ln
 

 
 

   End 

End 

End 

 Apply Potential Neutrosophic Rules for prediction  

Output: Predicting Presence or Absence of Alzheimer 

 

4  Results and Discussions 

This section analysis the performance of the proposed model 

Neutrosophic inference System enriched with Quantum Dragonfly-based rule 

optimization to predict the presence of alzheimer at their earlier stages. The 

proposed model is developed using Matlab software and this work used two 

different alzheimer datasets collected from OASIS MRI dataset [19] and 

ADNI clinical dataset [20] [21]. The evaluation metrics used for performance 

comparison are precision, recall and accuracy. 

 

5  Dataset Descriptions 

The OASIS dataset [19] with 373 records and 15 attributes, including 

class label and two identifier fields. Identification of Subject, identification 

number of MRI, visited times, delay time of MRI, Gender, Hand Dominancy, 

Age, Education, Status level based on Socioeconomic, Examination of Mini 

Mental State, Rating based on Clinical Dementia, Total Intracranial Volume 

Estimated, Whole Brain Volume Normalized value, Atlas Scaling Factor and 

group as class variable. Before processing the complete dataset, the 

identification fields are removed and only 13 attributes are involved in 

alzheimer disease detection. Using our previously developed feature subset 

selection known as IRU-DST is applied to determine the potential feature 

subset and it selects only four attributes namely MR Delay, Rating based on 

Dementia, Status level based on Socioeconomic and Total Intracranial 

Volume Estimated. 

The second dataset used in this work is ADNI clinical data [20] [21] 

which consist of clinical details like demographics, recruitment, cognitive 

assessment and physical assessment. The records used for determining the 

severity of alzheimer is 1534, the voluminous attributes are reduced to subset 

using IRU-DST and obtained 6 potential attributes namely age of the patient, 

gender, education, APOE4, MMSE and APOE genotype. The risk factors are 

classified as normal, early mild cognitive impairment, late mild cognitive 

impairment and presence of alzheimer‟s disease dementia. 
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Figure 4: Comparative Analysis of precision based of four different prediction 

Models of Alzheimer Disease 

 

            
                                       

                                       
 

 

The results of alzheimer prediction‟s using two different datasets 

precision rate is explored in figure 4 with four different prediction models, 

SVM, FIS, NUIS and proposed model NUIS+QDFS. The performance of the 

proposed Neutrosophic inference system with Quantum Dragonfly search-

based rule optimization achieves better result, because it inferences the 

knowledge of alzheimer dataset patterns in terms of three dimensions they 

are truthiness towards the rule, falseness and indeterminacy of the generated 

rules and the rule generated by NUIS are controlled and fine-tuned using the 

metaheuristic search known as Quantum Dragonfly algorithm only the valid 

rules are considered for prediction system. Where the conventional NUIS 

generates voluminous rules and their validity is not justified so it lacks in 

performance, FIS considers only membership grade and thus it lacks to 

handle the indeterminant instances in both datasets. SVM produce worst 

result as the dataset is voluminous it suffers from local optima.  
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Figure 5: Comparative Analysis of Recall based of four different prediction 

Models of Alzheimer Disease 

         
                                       

                                      
 

 

The recall rate obtained by four different prediction approaches for 

alzheimer disease is represented in the figure 5. The ADNI and OASIS 

datasets are used for evaluating the performance of these prediction models. 

Earlier detection is the primary objective of this research work, determining 

the symptoms of dementia at earlier stages, may greatly improve the life style 

of the elderly adult patients. This is achieved at its best by the proposed 

model NUIS+QDFS, which represents each instances of the datasets in 

neutrosophic representation to understand more precisely about truthiness, 

indeterminacy and falsity. Each of these terms are independent to each other 

and the rules generated by the inferred knowledge is scrutinized using the 

Quantum Dragonfly algorithm, with its attraction behavior it finds the fittest 

rules and only those rules are involved in predicting the presence of 

alzheimer and the risk level of alzheimer for both the dataset and produce 

high recall rate with its increased relevant prediction ability. 

 
Figure 6: Comparative Analysis of Accuracy based of four different prediction 

Models of Alzheimer Disease 
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Accuracy of Alzheimer prediction models namely SVM, FIS, NUIS and 

proposed model NUIS+QDFS is depicted in the figure 6. The NUIS+ QDFS 

model focuses on two different issues handling vagueness and in dataset of 

OASIS and ADNI more accurately. The neutrosophic rules generated based 

on the observed pattern of datasets using neutrosophic inference engine is 

optimized by pruning irrelevant rules, with the knowledge of Quantum 

Dragonfly algorithm the proposed model achieves higher rate of accuracy 

than other three prediction models. 

 

6  Conclusion 

The uncertainty in precise prediction of alzheimer disease at earlier 

stages is tackled in this paper by developing robust neutrosophic expert 

system. This work used two different datasets ADNI and OASIS which 

comprised of both clinical information and MR scanned details of the 

Alzheimer patients. These real time dataset‟s will always be vague and 

imprecise to predict the cognitive disabilities when they are mild or presence 

of dementia. Conventional models can be appropriate only for crisp values 

and they are not suited for uncertain datasets. Neutrosophical logic was 

designed to handle such imprecise dataset by defining them in the terms of 

membership to define how much they are truthiness, falsity and 

indeterministic towards the class label. The indeterministic instances are also 

taken into consideration to specify them as it is other kind of cognitive 

impairment, instead of simply assuming it as alzheimer or no alzheimer. The 

rules generated by the neutrosophic inference system is justified by 

introducing quantum dragonfly which achieves both global and local optima 

in determining potential rules involved in prediction of alzheimer disease at 

higher accuracy rate while comparing with other state of arts.  
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